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OME forty

miles south of the immediate hinterland of the Colombian
seaport of Santa Marta rises the highest coastal range of the world.
Even if it does not belong to the Andes proper, as several geologists
assert, there could hardly be found a more appropriate vanguard for
this mighty chain than the icy peaks of Santa Marta.
The Sierra Nevada de Santa Ma~ta, as it is commonly known, is
located in the department of Magdalena, in the north-west corner of
Colombia, and some I0° so' north of the Equator. It runs east to west,
with an approximate length of twenty miles. It is formed by three
groups of peaks: the western group, that carries the tallest mountains
of the Sierra and also of the Colombian country; the eastern group,
that contains some of the lovelier ice peaks of the region; and the third
group, some eight or ten rock towers at the head of the Cataca valley.

The Peaks and the Glaciers
To the many titles awarded to the peaks of the western group there
is the added honour of being also the highest of the whole Andean portion north of the Equator. Both Pico Colon and Pico Bolivar, of this
group, have measured as I 8,947 ft. high, while Pico Sirnrnons, slightly
to the west, is 18,570 ft. Besides, there are two unnamed eighteenthousanders to the east of Pico Bolivar. Compared to such heights,
other mountains in Colombia or Venezuela are no match; Alto Ritacuva,
the highest of the Cocuy range, is 18,ooo ft., while Nevada Huila, an
isolated volcano in Central Colombia, is said to be 17,500 ft. The
Venezuelan Andes are much lower and there is no peak in northern
Ecuador that exceeds the 17,ooo ft. level. Cayambe ( 19,190 ft.) is
slightly to the south of the Equator.
It was left to the American Cabot 1939 Expedition to survey the range
and, on the map subsequently produced, both Pico Colon and Pico
Bolivar bear the same height. However, it is commonly accepted that
the former is the higher, as the same expedition took an Abney level to
its top and obtained a difference of only six or seven feet. 1
The eastern group is clearly dominated by La Reina (I8,158 ft.),
loveliest of the range. This group consists of three parallel ridges
1
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running in an east-west direction. The northern ridge, called N evaditos, has Pico Ojeda ( 18,012 ft.) at one extreme and Pico Oriental
(17,633 ft.) at the other; in bet\veen there are two ice-peaks, 17,6I2 and
17,508 ft. high and a 17,300 ft. black tower of sheer rock walls. The
central ridge, christened ' Taironas ' by British mountaineers, begins
with La Reina and descends to the east in the form of several ice-caparisoned mountains, all over 17,ooo ft. The third ridge, the southernmost, is formed by a line of rock peaks, none of which attains the height
and the lordly shape of its main point, El Guardian (17,340 ft.).
At the head of the Cataca valley and to the south-east of El Guardian
rises the Cataca group, with several \lvild rock towers between I4,ooo
and 16,ooo ft. None of them seems to be glaciated or snow-capped.
Glaciation in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta greatly varies, both
in height and extension. The snow-line of the southern slopes seems
to begin at 16,5oo ft., while on the opposite side the level remains at
I 6,ooo ft. or less. Glaciers are seldom found at the head of the valleys;
they rest on the peaks themselves. The largest glaciated area kno,vn
to exist in the Sierra is a sort of cirque, filled by glaciers and snovl-fields,
well sheltered from the sun by the steep walls that form the Northern
faces of Pico Simmons and Pico Colon. West of Pico Simmons there is
an uncharted glacier, while east of Pico Bolivar there is another one, fed
by the ice cascading from the South face of Pico Colon. La Reina also
shows a fine ice-slope to the north. Several hanging glaciers exist on the
North face of the Nevaditos and Taironas ridges. The fine pyramid
photographed by W ollaston2 in I 92 5, now identified as Pico Oriental,
has a fine ice-cliff on the other side. Incidentally, other pictures by
Wollaston also show the glaciated area north of Pico Simmons, seldom
visited by mountaineers. 3
The lakes and lagoons that dot the higher zone are a peculiarity of the
range. The Arhuaco Indians that dwell in the lower valleys have
a tradition to explain the presence of these waters; they refer to long and
heavy rains that once fell on the country and to floods that almost reached
the top of the peaks. When the rains ceased the waters retreated to
disappear in the ocean, but the shelves and concavities of the valleys
remained filled. This tradition of a deluge seems to be borrowed from
the Spaniards. In modern times scientists have suggested that these
lakes are of glacial origin. No dyke dams the larger bodies of water,
as in Peru or Patagonia, \vith a few exceptions; the glaciers are evidently
receding and the lakes, too, decreasing in volume. No doubt evaporation here plays a role of considerable importance. Lacking a misty
veil to shield the snows from the fierce tropical sun, the Sierra Nevada
A. F. R. Wollaston, 'The Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, Colotnbia ',
Geographical Journal, 1952, facing p. IOI, fig. 2.
3
Ibid., fig. 3·
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de Santa Marta will be, perhaps, the first of the Colombian ranges to
shed off its permanent snow-fields and glaciers, but this will not be
witnessed by mountaineers of the present generation.

The Valleys
The streams, fed by the snows of the higher zone, are of vital importance to the agricultural dwellers of the lower valleys on the fringe of
the dense mountain jungle. Several Indian tribes have established
themselves in the broad and fertile valleys to the south and the east of
the massif, where cattle-grazing and sugar and coca cultivation are
possible.
On the whole, the highlands may be described as barren and austere.
Except for a few scanty ' vegas ' or grazing grounds by the streams or
the rivers, the grey and brown scree slopes climb to the high ridges
devoid of that lovely vegetation that characterises the tropical mountains;
this is largely true on the east and southern slopes, which are protected
by the mountains themselves from the trade winds and the humid mist
that originates in the jungle. Boulders, however, are shelters for the
blue lupin, aster, paint-brush and several diminutive white flowers.
Tall and bold, the ' frailej6n ' (Espeletia glossophylla) is by far the most
characteristic vegetable of these mountains; it is arborescent and differs
from the ' frailej6n of the Eastern Colombian Andes by its candelabra
shape. Judging by pictures, one feels rather tempted to compare it to
the Senecio adnivalis of the African highlands. This high-altitude flora
is located between I I,ooo and 14,soo ft. on the southern slopes of the
massif, but undoubtedly the north side offers a wider range as well as
a richer quantity and variety of specimens.
The Indian population of the lower valleys deserves detailed mention,
but Bolinder, Cabot, W ollaston and others have already dealt with the
subject. A few lines about the Indian attitude towards the snow peaks
may prove of interest, but it must be stated that there are several different tribes, possibly unrelated to each other and what is at present known
of the Santa Marta Indians refers mostly to those inhabiting the southern
and eastern slopes, because they are readily accessible to visiting expeditions. The collective name ' Arhuaco ' to denominate all the Sierran
Indians only applies to the tribe settled in Powruba or San Sebastian
and its adjacent valleys and plains. The tribe that dwells on the eastern
slopes calls itself Aventicua. Other communities are the Kogis, Peivus
and Busintanas; all five were dominated by the warlike Taironas, who
came from the jungles between the Sierra and the Caribbean. Dr.
Cunningham has written about the Aventicuas as the most vigorous
and intelligent of all these Indian tribes and, also, as distinctly friendly
to the traveller praises that can hardly be used when referring to the
Arhuacos of the southern valleys.
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But both Arhuacos and Aventicuas have a more or less similar attitude
toward the high peaks that so very much influence their environment
and way of living; the whole Sierra is referred to by them as Chundau,
or Abode of the Dead; sometimes this name only applies to the three
highest peaks visible from the lower valleys, Pico Colon, Pico Bolivar
and the unnamed eighteen-thol:lsander south-east of the latter. The ·
Spaniards denominated the trio ' Horqueta ', or Trident. The Chunduas are the throne of the Indian god,' Kakarua Viku, while the mountain devil, Ikavusi, dwells in the bottom of the dark valleys where the
sun's rays never reach. Pico Colon is sometimes called Chunduake, this
being the only single peak the Indians have honoured with a name.
Some of the larger lakes at the foot of the Chunduas bear strange sounding denominations, such as Ati Naboba (Mother of the living), Mame
(The Priest) and Yevu Simeina (The Wild Running Waters); all these
seem to be favoured as the desired resting places for the Indian souls.
To mountaineers the Indians are of no use; help as muleteers or
guides can be obtained only among the mestizos or the white settlers
of the· little towns north and east of Valledupar, the natural starting
point for any expedition. To the scientist, however, the Indian population offers a rich field for investigation; its origin is still uncertain and
the·several different tongues spoken are undoubtedly the most interesting
puzzle presented.
Mountaineering

As in most parts of the Andes, the Santa Marta mountains were first
visited by scientists, who also did some mountaineering. The honour
of being the first to accomplish serious enterprise goes to the English
naturalist F. A. Simmons, who in 1881 produced the first map and
carried on some studies, acting on behalf of the Colombian government;
it seems that he attempted a high peak, but opinions on which peak he
climbed are divided, as divided are, too, the opinions about a claimed
ascent of El Guardian by a French traveller, J. de Brettes, in I 898.
Several parties visited the range between 1881 and the 193o's; special
mention must be made of the expedition by A. F. R. Wollaston, who,
in I 92 5, penetrated the Sierra from the Carribean port of Dibulla and,
after frustrating experiences in route-finding, almost reached the snowline at the foot of Pico Oriental. Ad verse weather forced him to retreat.
The year 1936 is when true mountaineering began. A party said to
be formed by two Germans (or Austrians?), W. Weber and H. Lotscher,
penetrated the Sierra following the path that crosses en route the towns
of Valledupar, Pueblo Bello and San Sebastian. Hans Lotscher perished
while attempting to climb a difficult rock pitch on Pico Colon; there is
no published version of this accident, the first and only one in the history
of Colombian mountaineering.
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In I938, Guido Pichler and Enrico Praolini made the first ascent of
Pico Tairona, some I 6,soo ft. high, in El Guardian ridge. This climb
was to be a preparation for the ascent of Pico Bolivar, which took place
the next year, on February 2. Both mountaineers were on this occasion
accompanied by Herr Erwin Kraus, a Colombian of German extraction,
who became later foremost in Colombian climbing.
Only a month later the Cabot expedition made the ascent of the
highest peak of the massif. While the leader, Mr. T. D. Cabot, and other
.m embers of the group accomplished the trigonometrical survey of the
range, still regarded today as the best so far produced in Colombia,
a detached party formed by Messrs. A. Bakewell and W. A. Wood and
Signor E. Praolini reached the top of Pico Colon, following the East
ridge.
The work of the Cabot expedition attracted the attention of another
American, Mr. Paul Petzoldt, who, two years later, together with Mrs.
E. Cowles and Miss E. Knowlton, visited the higher peaks of the eastern
group. El Guardian, La Reina and the unnamed Peak at I8,o12 ft.
were climbed; the last was christened Pico Ujueta by the Americans,
after a Colombian who had rendered many valuable services to them,
but local authorities changed it afterwards to Pico Ojeda, in memory
of a Spanish Conquistador.
In February of 1943, the remarkable Swiss couple, Dr. F. Marmillod
and his wife, repeated ascents of all six peaks already climbed by prior
parties and also made the first of Pico Simmons, the third highest of
Colombia. A month later, another Swiss, Herr A. Gansser, accomplished the first ascent of the unnamed 18,ooo-ft.-high snow peak south
of Pico Bolivar and the third of Pico Ojeda.
Another ascent of Pico Ojeda (or La Reina?) was reported by Dr.
G. Cuenet, who, together with a Swiss fellow-countryman, named
Perret, approached the Sierra from the Guatapuri valley. They had tobeat a hasty retreat after their tent was accidentally set afire. The date
for this small expedition seems to be I 947.
In the next two years there was much activity. Herr Kraus returned
to the Sierra, now with Herrn H. Drees and H. Hublitz and climbed
El Guardian, La Reina, and Gansser's eighteen-thousander. An
American, Mr. I van Jirak, scaled a rocky peak of El Guardian ridge, but
data about its location is unprecise. Two other Americans, Messrs. B.
and W. Adams, repeated a climb on El Guardian, but were unsuccessfull with La Reina, being chased down by heavy snow. Pico Bolivar
was ascended by two parties from Barranquilla: the first, led by
Sefior Walther Rossenthal, and the other, formed by four Europeans,
two of whom Senores Vittorio Magagna and Vicen.te Valery, reached
the top having crossed en route the long ridge of Gansser's eighteenthousander.
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A most important event in Santa Marta mountaineering took place
in 1951. A party of three experienced climbers Vihich included Herr
Kraus, and MM. G. Cuenet and R. Griere, discarded the traditional
San Sebastian route and went instead from Valledupar to the villages
of Atanquez, Sogrome and Secarangue, all on the eastern slopes of the
Sierra and in the Donachui valley; this route affords a more direct
approach to the heart of the massif. A camp was established, ·at the foot
of El Guardian and, subsequently this peak was scaled via its North
face and North-east ridge. Days later, the party entered the barren
valley that separates the western group from the rest of the massif and
crossed the pass at its head, the Chirigua saddle; then, moving westward,
an ascent on the North face of Pica Bolivar was made. To retreat the
mountaineers chose the Sevilla valley, reaching Mamorongo village and
thence the banana camps on the western slopes, having thus crossed the
range from south-east to north-west.
The Donachui thus became the best approach route to the Sierra. In
1954 and again in 1957, two British expeditions under Dr. A. B.
Cunningham undertook scientific researches and also climbed several
summits, most of them hitherto unsealed. 4 At the same time as the
British 1957 expedition was active on the Tairona peaks, a small party
formed by two Italians, Signori S. Morra and P. Ghiglione, accompanied
by the writer and also by the Colombian porter, Jesus Zapta, operated
in the western group. 5
This mountaineering survey is by no means complete; there have
been several expeditions that have left no written record and some of the
above listed may not be accurately reviewed; it should not be closed,
however, without mentioning the remarkable campaign by Signor
Ghiglione, who returned to the Sierra in 1958 and practically accomplished the complete conquest of the eastern group. 6 Also in 1958,
a courageous attempt to open a direct route from the banana camps on
the western slopes was undertaken by Senor Vittorio Magagna and two
other Barranquillans; they chose the wooded ridge that separates the
valleys of the rivers Frio and Sevilla. Their advance was slow because
of lack of transport, dense jungle, and daily mist; only on the fifth day
did they reach the lakes at the sources of the Sevilla river. Uncertain
of their position, they ascended a minor peak, about I 3,ooo ft. high, to
obtain a closer view of the upper part of the valley, but mist prevented
this and all plans had to be postponed. Unfortunately, one of the
mountaineers became ill and withdrawal followed. The Sevilla route
was declared by no means any better than the others already open from
Valledupar.
4

5
6

A. B . Cunninghatn, see bibliographic notes .
E. Echevarria, C., see bibliographic notes .
P. Ghiglione, see bibliographic notes.
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The Santa Marta range, in spite of intense activity, still presents the
highest virgin summits of the Andes north of the Equator. Add to
this attraction the possibilities for scientific work and we shall not be
surprised at the number of expeditions that have already been there.
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